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beingborne out across the developedworld. In this essay I will
summarize an enormous range ofrecent research. Space does
not permit providing source information for every finding;
readers inclined to explore further are directed to the Further
Reading list at the end of this article.
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dvanced sociological research has determined that dysfunctional socioeconomic fac-

tors are responsible for the origin and historical popularity of religious faith and that science, secure
prosperity and consumerism ar,e radically undermining faith
all across the first world. Contrary to naysayers, the so-called
secularization h;,pothesis (which predicts that social and scientific advances lvill drive a gradual abandonment of faith) is
Gregory S. Paul is art, indepertderfi r'e.searclzer uho is usirtg
str,ttist'ics and other fbrnts ctf analys'is to test antcl solte
nrnny of tlte bas'ic r:kdna of religion and study it.s ,interactiort'tc'itlt s ci ertc e, s o c i e tg, e c onont ic s, an d po li tic s.
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In an essay on the Edge Web site, Alan Alda asked the question that has long vexed fellow rationalists: "ttl'tll is belief in
God and Gods so ubiquitous?" He joined many others in speculating that faith is a gene-based adaptation that somehor,v
improves reproductive success. Fear of death is another oftproposed cause. Richard Dawkins proposed that religious
"memes" act as rdral agents that infect entire populations.
The problem of religion and its frequent consort, creationism, has seemed so mysterious and insoluble that whole books
have been written about it, including Daniel C. Dennett's
Break'irry the Spell, whose title implies that theological supernaturalism has insinuated itself so deeply into the human psyche that it must be purposely smashed. The pro-theistic
Templeton Foundation has joined with OxJord Unir.ersity in a
multimillion dollar project to determine scientifically why people believe in God.* Conversely, in his best-selling book, Zlz.e
God Delus'ion, Dawkins can find no explanation for why his
native England (indeed, most of the first world) has lost the
faith. Meanwhile, the theory that America's free market in
faith explains lvhy religion and even creationism remain
strong in this r:ountry still commands wide assent-outside
the sociological communit;r In a 2002 FREE IN*eurRy article documenting the implosion of Western faith, this researcher surveyed a number of factors that might drive levels of popular
religiosity, without coming to any definite conclusions.*o
In this article, I u;ill draw those conclusions.
It has yet to percolate outside the sphere of specialists the
great strides social sciences have made in understandingreligion as a human phenomenon. During just the last few years,
""Scientific Study into Reiigious Belief Launched." Available

a1

wwwox. ac-uVmedia,/news _stories/200B/0002 19.html.
'**-Gregory S. Paul, "The Secular Revolution of the West: It's Passed
America By-So Far." Fnnn Ilernnv, Summer 2002.

breakthrough findhgs have revolutionized our understanding
of the principal factors responsible for the origin of religion,
why faith has been so popular over human history and around
the globe, why religion is suddenly failing in the first-world
democracies, and why the least-dysfunctional societies in history are always strongly nontheistic.
has been skewed by government suppression and little historical survey data exists. A vocabulary note: th'e term creati,on'ism

"Religious belief and activity are seen as a
superficial coping mechanism that is easily cast

offwhen the majorify in

a given sociefy enjoy

democratic governance and a secure,
comfortable middle-class lifestvle. "

ilcludes all forms of belief that disfavor natural explanations of
the origins and evolution of the universe and its contents.

Trm NoN-urrnnRSALITY oF RELIGIoN
Theists and atheists alike widely subscribe to the misconception that (in the words of Templeton/OxJord researcher Justin

Barrett) "belief in religion seems to be an integral part of
human nature, it is found across all cultures." But those who
consider faith a universa.l are a couple of centuries behind the
times. They have overlooked the data from what we can recognize (after the fact) as an enormous sociological experiment:

This new understanding, which I label the "New Slnthesis
of Popular Religion and Secularism," overturns many of the
explanations commonly advanced b71 secuktri.s/.s to account
for the human tendency toward belief in supernatural powers
and to explain why the United States remains (by Western
standards) aberrantly faithful and pro-creationist. Most oi all,
the New Synthesis falsifies the concept of religion as a deep
and true connection with a real supernatural realm. It views
mass religious faith not as some strange menial enchantment
that requires dedicated effort to exorcise from the human
mind but rather as a mundane psychosocial matter. Popular
religious belief and activity are seen as superficial coping
mechanisms that are easilv cast off when the majoritf in a

BELIEVERS

given society enjoy democratic governance and a secure, comfortable, middle-class lifestyle in the coniext oI a corporateconsumer popular culture that is shaped b)'the influence of
modern science.
Democracl4 middle-class security and a scientific outlook
constitute a triple threat to faith so powerful that across the
first world it is hflicting severe damage upon popular religiosity, e:rcept where economic tribulations perpetuate the dyslunctional milieu that popular religion must enjoy i{ it is to thrive.
This article-the first comprehensive sl,nopsis of this new
research to date-will concentrate on the predominant lorces
that drive majority populations' belief or nonbelief in supernatural creators over the long term, not on u'hy a given person
holds certail opinions. A standard sociological premise is that
people's self-reporting about their motivations is not reliable,
because they are often imperfectly sclf-aware or sell-deceptive.
It is what the majority n ctual.lg r/ocs when exposed to different
socioeconomic conditions, as revealed throug'h statistical measurements, that best tells us what is happening and I'hy

The methodolog,

I will

employ

is to

REFUSE TO

ANSWER

/

/

NONBELIEVERS

correlate potential

causal factors rn'ith differing levels of religious versus secular

opinion and activity,

in

democratic national populations, as

measured over time by mass surveys. Those factors that do not
consistently correlate with a given level of opinion cannot be
primary causal agents driving majority ophion and are falsified
as such; those that do reliably correlate and offer a logical
causal explanation for the majority opinion are rerified. First-

FRANCE

USA

Figure 1. Comparison of those who believe or do not believe in a supreme
being in the U.S. and France. (2006 Harris Survey)
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the first world's industrialized democracies. For the
ll{0 vtews
first time in history they
exposed mass populations to modern living
conditions, and large portions of those populations Lnue volwtarily abandoned religious activities and beliefs. The broad secularization of western Europe, Alglo-Australasia, Canada, and other developed
countries conclusively falsifies the m1.th that religiosity is pancultural and intrinsic to human nature.
Consider that in eighteen out of nineteen of the most pros-

perous democracies, the share of population reporting
absolute belief in a god or gods ranges between as little as a
few percent and, at most, half. In some of these countries, tn'o
thirds or more of citizens qualify as atheists or agnostics.
Levels of religious activity are correspondingly loq and

majorities-in some cases exceeding 80 percent-accept

only about three quarters. Catholic numbers have held steady
only because of massive Hispanic immigration. It is well
known that the once-dominant mainstream Protestant churches have dwindled almost to minority status. But more conservative Christian groups are losing ground, too. The population
that views the Bible as the literal word of God has shrunk
markedly, from 4 in 10 to less than a third over thirty years.
Even the once-mighty Southern Baptists are dwindling.
It is time to retire popular notions of a numerically resurgent
religious Right-if current trends continue, biblical literalists
should be outnumbered by Bible skeptics in a decade or hvo.

if

Declining American piety follows patterns that are now
well understood. Though individuals convert and de-convert,
on the whole any given generation tends to retain its level of
religiosity throughout life. Today's young Americans are the
least theistic and most socially tolerant generation in the
nation's history, even displaying a marked decline in anti-athe-

human descent from animals. This radical de-Christianization
has not been offset by a coruesponding rise in alternative
forms of spirituality such as paganism or New Age beliefs.
Meanwhile Muslims, who tend to be det out at levels no longer
seen amongthe general population, make up only 4 percent of
western Europeans.

HARRIS

2004 and 2006

300

Recognizing how thoroughly most of the first world has
already secularized is an important first step toward solving
the religion question. The next step is to account for the major
exception to Western popular secularism, the United States.
Call it the "American Anomaly," the only first-world democracy rvhere two-thirds of the people absolutely believe in God,
where religious practice and sociopolitical activism remain
strong to the point that even Democrats feel they must play the
religion card, and where most citizens hold atheists in low
regard. Americans are no less exceptional in their r.iews of
human origins: only half accept human descent from animals,
while almost as many believe that God invented humans a few
thousand years ago.
Americans' anomalous retention of mass piety has caused
many to imagine that faith is integral to the American charac-

GATLUP

ter and that the nation will always be pious. But indicators
show that in fact, even America is rapidly secularizing. The
population that accepts evolution has edged up. The population
that tells pollsters they think the Bible is built on legends and
fables has soared-from 1 in 10 to nearly 1 in 4 in just three
decades. The number of atheists and agnostics rose from about
two million in the 1950s to as many as sixty million (a fifth of
the population), accordingto two Harris polls designed to overcome Americans' reluctance to admit nonbelief. The nonreligious population has doubled in the last decade and half alone.
Even the much-vaunted grornth of Mormons is dwarfed by the
unparalleled rise of disbelievers. The former is due primarily to
rapid reproduction, and the latter is almost entirely due to
spontaneous individual conversion (see Figure 2).
The latest Pew mega-survey reveals that only half of
Americans now believe absolutely in a personal God, a striking
drop lrom historical levels and well below that found in many
second- and third-world countries. U.S. church membership
has steadily declined over the last half century; if an1'thing, the
drop accelerated after September 11, 2001. Only a fifth of the
population turns up in church on a tlpicat Sunda;r Once mak-

ing up almost the entire population, Christians now compose

rttrsl![f,Irl
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@1940s and 1950s

CURRENTLY

Figure 2. Number of persons in the U.S. (in millions) who believe or clo not
believe in a supreme being.

ist bigotry Some regions of the United
States are already as nonreligious and

pro-evolution as some of the other,
more highly secularized Western na-

ALt CHRISTIANS
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tions. The American Anomaly looks less
exceptional with every passing year.
It is critical to recogrize that across

the first world, loss of religious belief
has taken place almost entirely through
a process of casual, voluntary individ-

VVv
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ual conversion. There is no organized

,yvv

atheist movement on a scale approachhg that of the churches; there is almost
no atheist prose\'tism. Even so, hun-

z
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dreds of millions have spontaneously

lost interest in religion. In most firstworld nations, the process was arnaz-

in$y quiet; what maybe the most rapid,
broad-based contraction of religious
faith in history has elicited remarkably
little poprilar controversy Only in the
United States, the first-world countryin
which belief has lost the least ground,

NONRELIGIOUS
aa
aaa
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r
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has society undergone a noticcablc culture war.
On a planetary scale, another unpre.
cedented phenomenon must be recognized. Duringthe past century thermlg

3. Relative percentages of all Christians, Protestant Christians, and nonreiigious. (General

Figure
Survey)
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AJreadywe have seen two popr;lar ideas
about religion and ireligion overturned.
The ease and rapidify with which mil-
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li1'e stance that has proven able to
achieve significant growth by conversion has been disbelief in the supernatural. Christianity's worldwide share of
population has remained stagnant, while
the modest grou4h Islam has displayed
is due mainlv to rapid reproduction.
Because hundreds of millions have
embraced unbelief this rapidly this willingly and this casually thc widespread
noiion that humans possess a comprilsive "desire for God" stands refuted.

Fhnso Expr.axarroNs FoR
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Social
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DOUBTS THE

lions across the lirst world discarded
their faiths demonstrates first that religion is not a human urriversal aJter all,
and second that most believers hold to
their faiths far less tenaciously than

Y

V

BIBLE .

popular models of piety wonld lead us to
expect. We are now in a position to
test-and falsi-ty-several broadly pop-

La

l..-t
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ular explanations for why religion
OACCEPTS EVOLUTION WITHOUT GOD'S GUIDANCE
1

990

began and why it has usually if not
ah'vays, enjoyed majorify support. We
will start with hlpotheses that center on
intcrnal mental Drocesses.

Figure 4. Attitudes regarding evolution among different groups
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Ivrrnuar, Causes
The secular eralanations

commonly offered as primary causes of human religiosity include:
. fear of death or hell and a desire for an

enjoyable eternal life;
fear of societal chaos if society is not godly;
desire for an uberf.ather figure or a universal companion;
an exalanation for the meanilg of life or the edstence of the
universe;
. a social primate's desire for community and need for practical social support;
. a means to achieve political power;
. excessive tendency to perceive patterns where they do not
exist;

.
.
.

. retention of childhood patterns of gullible thinking into

adulthood;

. a deep-set psychological need for spirituality;
. the addictive neurological effect associated with

religious

euphoria;

. left brain hemisphere function;
. a "God gene" through which religious beiief somehow
imparts a surwival or reproductive benefit to individuals or
related groups;

. memes that spread religious ideas like genes so effectively that
humans put aside their own interests to serve my'thical gods.
To theists, secular explanations are specious and even offensive, in part because the supernatural reason for faith's popularity seems so obvious-it is part of the nature of humans as
created beings to believe in their creator.

Yet none of these predominantly internal mental causes,
secular or supernatural, can account for the phenomenon of
large-scale secularization across the first world. \Vhv? Because
any one of these posited internal mental causes is porverfui
enough that if it rvere the true mechanism behind mass belief,
then we should expect most populations to be strongly religious
almost all of the time. Indeed, we should expect that little short

of severe government coercion could persuade most human
beings to part from thcir creeds. II fear of death and hope for a
never-ending paradise are primary driving forces behind mass
belief, then lvhy have the ppeat majoritl, of French, Srvedes, and
Japanese spontaneously abandoned rcligion? Liker'vise, if the
need lor social community is so compelling, lvhy are lvestern
Europeans and Australians not flocking to the churches? If
conspicuous religiosity is a path to political power, wh1, have
public expressions of deep piety become an electoral detriment
in strongly secular democracies? Nor is the highly skeptical
population of France genetically or neurologically distinct {rom
that oi, say, the more religious Polish; given this, factors that
involve selective forces, including excessive pattern recognition and gtllibility, cannot be decisive. Nor is there a reason to
think that the brains of Danes and Canadians are more or less
resistant to infectious memes. So here's the new rule-if vou
want to propose a new explanation for mass religiosity, the first
thing it must do is pass the Test of the West. The theorv must
be at least compatible with the rapid decline of belief among
majorities in many modern democracies.
If it can't, it's wrong.
The large disparities in popular religious opinion across
first-world democracies falsifv the hwothesis that belief in

ril'lFrilf,t-
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and worship of supernatural entities are inherent to most, if
not all, human brains. It follows that the human enuironment
must play a lead role il influencing human beings either to
believe in and worship unsubstantiated supernatural gods or
not to do so. To the extent that internal mental causes of religyonare effective, they can contribute to the level of religious
belief only when environmental conditions are suitable for
high levels of public piety

Ercnmur, Causns
The question that then confronts us is, "What environmental
factors are important in molding differing levels of religious
opinion in the majority of populations?" A variety of environment-based hypotheses have earned wide credence; in many
cases, we can now state confidently that they do not work.
The free-market hypothesis holds that America's constitutional separation of church and state compelled clerics to
engage in Darwinian competition with one another to keep
parishioners happy and paying for the pews, while the lazy,
socia.Iistic, state-operated churches of Europe gTew lax and
wasted away This scenario is so popular that it has become
part of the American my'thos. It feeds indigenous theists' conceit
that the Founding Fathers were inspired-divinely perhaps-to
ilvent the laissez-faire arrangement that has made faithful
America so unlike ungodly Europe. Amazingly this theory owes
much of its early acceptance to one of the greatest mathematical fcntr 7.tcts il the hisiory of sociology The statistical studies
by Rodney Stark and Roger Fhke that initially established the
free-market theory contailed an egregious coding error: a key
formula contained a-1 rather than the correct *1. As a result.
the seemingly seminal results around which so much speculation has been constructed are spurious!*"*
If that error had never been discovered, specialists would
still have ample reason to question the free-market hypothesis. Consider that Canada, Australia, and New Zealand have
not had state churches since the 1800s, yet each is far less reli-

gious than the United States. The most faithful nations in
western Europe are those with a single dominant churchCatholic Ireland, Itall', n14 Spain-yet highly secular France
rvas dominated by the same church. Within the United States,
gryeater levcls of religious plurality tend to be associated u.ith
:r-:r-:!'Ihe

error w'as revealed by I)ar.id Yoas. \,1 A. Olson, and Alasdair
Crockett in a 2002 papcr, "Religious Pluralism and Participation: \\try
Prer,ious Research Is Wrong" (Anr.ericttrL Sot:ioktgiutl Ret.:ieu.: 67(2):
212-230). Even before thai extraordlnary error was uncovered, Nilark
Chavcz (coauthor of a famed 1993 study sbowing that actual church
atiendance is 50 perceni krrn er than Americans self-report ln surveys)
and Philip S. Gorski had published a devastating 2001 meta-analS,sis of
more than trvo dozen studies alleged to suppori ihe free-market hypothesis, concluding that "the claim thai religious pluralism and religions participation are generally and positively associated ... is not
supportcd, and attempts to discredit counlervailing evidence on
methodological grounds must be reiccted" ("Rcligious Pluralism and
Religious Participation," A ttrt u.rt. I Re u i e u o f S oc i.o log y 27:26 1-2E1 ).
l'he controversy rvas briefly summarized by Pippa Norris and Ronald
Inglehart in their Scu'rt:d ctttcl Seculrr (Cambridge, U.K.: Cambridge
Universiil'' Press, 2004), a rvork accessible to popular audiences that
deserves wider attention than it received. Sadly, lvhile specialists have
largely rejected the lree market h5,pothesis, it continues to be relied
upon in popular discourse-including not a few essays by secularists
r'vho still trot it out as though it could explain America's exceptional
level of public piety.

Iower, not higher, levels of religiosity
Finalll,', the most pious nations on the
$obe include Islamic theocracies. in
rvhich no glimmer of a free market in
faith exists.

European Christianity failed to
prevent the mass slaughter betr,veen
the faithful in the Great War and actually contributed to World War II insofar as conserryative churches supported fascism. The failure of the churches to provide sound moral guidance
may help to exalain the Continent's
postr,var lack of enthusiasm for the religion. But this does not adequatelv
eralain the observation that in Canada,
Australia, and New Zealand, where
churches plal,ed a peripherai role, public piety has also plunged to levels far
below- those seen in the United States.
There is one modern democracy where
a specific event related to World War II
helped spark a spectacular failure of
mass faith. Shortl;r after the conflict,
Emperor Hirohito admitted that he was
not dir''ine, and the Japanese majority
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PERCENT OF THO$E WHO HAVE NO DOUBT A SUPERNATURAL CREATOR EXISTS

claims ever since.

Another flawed theorl, credits cold Figure 5. Attitudes about evolution around the worLd
r'var antagonism toward atheistic communism with fueling the anomalous resilience of faith in the
and that they are too gcnetically different to be related to one
another-then belief in some form of creator would remain
United States. Cold -nvar h].steria indeed seemed to inspire a
"pro-god" reaction in the United States. The devout Dwighi
prevaleni even among educated \tr'esterners. Instead, during
the last centur;y-- and a half, biologl, and other sciences have
Eisenhorn'er inserted God into the originally secular Plcdgc of
refuted even Palevan inteliigent design, to say nothing of thc
Allegiance, and the nonchurchgoing Ronald Reagan played to
1lie hilt his role as a God-fearing rvarrior against godless
Genesis stor-I so that man;r educated \\iesterners find belief in
Bolsher.ism. tsut this does not explain u'hy Christianity r'r'as
supernatural gods an intellectual stretch. As Richard Dawkins
observes. the scicntific environment within which firstaireadl, imploding in postwar Europe, ll-hich as the past target
of Sor.iet int'asion had er.en better reason to dread the godless
worlders du'ell permits, even encourages, nontheism. It is not
necessary that nonscientists be exhaustivelv informed on these
hordes. Other partial theories credit Amcrican piety to a fronmatters-simply living in a culture r'vhose scientific paradigm
tier heritage, high ler,els of immigration, and ethno-cultural
does not demand belief in a supernatural designer is sufficient
diversity But these fail, too, becausc highly secularized
for disbelief to arise on a large scale. On the indMdual and
democracies exist that match or even exceed the Llnited States
national lcvels, higher levels of cducation correspond to klwer
in one or more of these qualities. Clearly something else must
rates oI religiosity and creationism on a pcrsonal and national
explain the American Anomalli

Trm TmplE TffiEAT To

FrRST-\MoRLD FArrH

The same population-trend data that has allon'ed us to reject
both thc inlernal and somc cxtcrnal causes for popular religiosit-1'allon's us to detelmine certain valid environmental reasons rvhy religion in the \Vest finds itself in dire trouble.
lt[o d.e r t t s c:ien.{: e, e t: ct l,ut i cu t, an d e d u c at i oii.. For millennia,
rellgious explanations for the existence of a universe containing humans encountered littlc competition, because scientific
research hardly cxisted. F urther, during the carlv modern period, rnuch revealed by the emerging sciences seemed to verily
the need for a hlper-inteiiigent crealor. Il contentlxtt'ot'g science confirmed the existence of a designer-for instance, if
geologists, paleontologists, and geneticists had shou.n that
there is no consistent order to the appearance ol organisms

basis. College is a potent secularizer: every year of higher education suppresses the religiosity 7 percent of the student body

Across the first world, including parts of the Unitcd States,
lolr'er levels o{ popular supernaturalism are logicall;, accompanied by bwcr levels oI creationism. Nlass popular disbelief in a
creator simply rvould not be possible if not lor the materialistic
findings of modern science and popular knou,4edge of the same.
Popular secularism is a three-legged stool, and its first leg
can be labeled as "The Contribution by Naturalistic Science."
Lnporlant as this is, the science and education factor cannot
explain lr''hy the United States remains more religious than
olher adva nccd democracies.
Ecortontic ctrtd societct.l. sentritll. It has long been known

that levels of popular religiosity and creationism drop as
income levels rise; this is seen on both the personal and
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national scales. Poverty

democracy Other socioeconomic features similarly distinguish

engenders discomfort and
want lor basic needs, rais-

religious America from its more secular counterparts. These
include the absence of universal health care (present il every
other prosperous nation), Iesser job security and less erlensive
social safety nets. There is also a correlation befween religiositv
and the level of societal health versus pathology as measured by
major indicators of social conditions. I have constructed a Successful Societies Scale (SSS), which compares collective scores

ing stress and anxiety sufficiently that
most humans will seek relief by inviting
the aid and protection of supernatural
powers. However, matters are not as simple as that. Here we
lind a reasonwhy social scientists should ba grateful that thc

based on levels of homicide. incarceration, youth and adult mortality suicide,
STDs, teen pregnanc)1 abortion, fertility, marriage and marriage failure, alco-
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that only religious societies can be smially successftrl, "Christian America" in fact
scores as the most dvsfunctional nation
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and acceptance of evolution. I,hlsifirng
the claim chronically offered by theists
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in thc first r'vorld. On some indices.
the United States scores so poorlv
that its status as a first-r,vorld nation

30,000

PER CAPITA GDP 1US $)
Figure 6. Levels of religiosity, secularism, and per capita income

must be regarded as pro-"-isional. In con-

American Anomaly exists, for if the
United States were not so religious
N'e might net er have recognized that
a simple rise in prosperity does not
automatically suppress mass religiosity in favor of popular nontheism. As
i1 is. ,{merica stands as a statistical
outlier, the one example proving that

s

a r,vealthy first-world nation can retain a high level of religiosity This refutes any simple correlation between

high per-capita income and the high
levels of secularism found in all of the
other advanced democracies. Clearly
additional factors must be involved.
One such critical factor is not percapita income but rather income

inequolit'y. Across the first world,
lower income inequality correlates
with lower religiosity Higher income
inequality correlates with higher reli-
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giosity The pattern is statistically progressive, and no deviations are known.

With its low taxes, relatively high rate
of poverty, and huge disparity between
incomes of the poor and rich, the
United States displays greater income
disparity than any other industrialized
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to religious belief around the world.

vention that further suppress societal
dysfunctions. The popular secularization these pragmatic policies induce is
accidental, but nonetheless the effect
is so powerful that it has occurred in
every progressive first-world democracy It has occurred despite the absence
of a large-scale organized atheistic
movement and has yet to be reversed
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in any country by a major religious
revival.
Popular religiosity shifts on a time
scale of decades rather than years, but
even so the speed of change can be startling. In the 1970s, Ireland was an
impoverished bastion of Catholicism;
nowadays the "Celtic Tiger" is coming
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off of a prolonged high-tech boom and is
tlpically "Eurosecular." Spain was still
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trast, the most secuiar democracies enjoy the best societal conditions achiered in human histoqr Like income inequality these
indices of social dysfunction closely track the prevalence of religiosity Nlajor deviations from this statisticaily progressive
correlation are absent.
Here's hox' the socioeconomic-security scenario lvorks.
Among the lirst rvorld's nileteen prosperous democracies, all
but the United States have adopted pragmatic, progressive, and
secular socioeconomic policies that maximize the financial
security of the middle class (that is to say the maiority of citizens). In most first-r'r'orld countries, it is hard to lose middleclass status-no rvestern European or Australian goes bankrupt due to oven'vhelming medical bills. These high levels of
financial securit;l knver ievels of income disparity and more
modest rates of societal dysfunction reduce personal stress levels to the deppee that middle-class majorities in r,vestern
Europe, Canada, and Australia feel secure and comfortable.
This security and comfort being achier,'ed, the number of citizens r'vho feel the need to seek the aid and protection of supernatural deities has sunken to historic lows as citizens abandon
their former churches in droves. In addition. comprehensive
governmental social assistance programs displace much of the
faith-based charitable complex that churches have historically
used to extend their influence over the lal,population. Moreover;
secular societies iend to favor other pragmatic social poiicies
such as extensive sex-education and domestic violence inter-

deceased Generalissimo Franco. Today

it is a full-fledged first-world nation that
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Saturdrry Night Liue premiered, with
Ohery Chase iampooning the just-

has recenlly adopled gay marriage.
We can now say with some confidence that the United States is a religious anomaly brr'ot6r its socioeconomic system is correspondingly anomalous

and pathological in contrast to firstworld norms. Citizens enjoy far lower
levels of government support and protection. Most members of the middle

class face serious risk of financial and
personal ruin if they lose their insecure jobs or their private
health insurance. Personal bankruptcies number in the millions
each year, most ilvolving uninsured medical expenses. The need
to acquire wealth as a protective buffer contributes t<i an
intense, Darwinian race to the top, often built on debt, which further boosts stress levels. So do the exceptionally high rates of
homicide, incarceration, juvenile and adult mortality abortion
(often signaling failure to use contraception), STD infections,
teen pregrranc;,; and divorce that result from America's dysfunc-

tional socioeconomic system.
Research indicates that the mere existence of strong hcome
disparit;, creates widespread psychological strain. Within the
United States, high levels of economic insecurity income disparity and societal dysfunction are all associated with high levels of religiosity Middle-class Americans feel anxious and fearlul enough to seek the assistance of a friendly creator.
Despite all this economic and societal dysfunction, when surveyed, Americans claim levels of life satisfaction and happiless
similar to those reported bv citizens of more functional Western
democracies. This suggests that many U.S. citizens use religion
as a form of self-medication to alleviate the chronic stress and
anxiety engendered by their society's many failings.
It is no coincidence that religiosity is low in every first-world
nation with universal health coverage and high in the only one
without it. High levels of national religiosity are largely a s;.mp-

tom of dysfunctional socioeconomic circumstances, and high
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nomiccircumstances. Simplyput, insecurireligion; security promotes non1L!1""u.
theism.
The second leg in the three-legged stool of popular secularism is thus "The Contribution by Socioeconomic Security."
The corporate-consumer popular culture. Although modern science provides the matrix for the spread of disbelief
across the first world, and socioeconomic circumstances have
helped to ravage faith in progressive democracies, we lack an
explanation for one other remarkable phenomenon. This is the
fact that even while public religiosity in the United States
remains high, on many levels America is nonetheless growing
more secular.
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'Although socioeconomic circumstances

remain sufficiently primitive in the United States
to encourage correspondingly primitive levels
of popular religiosity, the nation's exceptionally
aggressive c0ryOrate-consumer mainstream

culture is sufficient to propel a delayed,
Americanized version of the

secularizalion proces

s.

"

Llnderstanding this phenomenon requires understanding
some of the complex strategic choices religious leaders have
made, sometimes unwisely in the face of socioeconomic change.
During the nineteenth and early- to mid-tw-entieth century

religious traditionalists essentially omed mainstream
Western culture. Even so, they kept a certain distance from the
corporate/capitalist culture, which leading divines often
r,iewed as coarse. For its part, in the age of brute industrial-

ization, capitalists valued religion principally as a tool for
instilling the I'ork ethic into a reluctant labor force. As the
hventieth centurl,- wore on, religious traditionalists began to
lose control ot'er mainstream culture. Theo-conser.vative elitists like William E Buckley counselcd the faith-based Right to
make up for its klss of social power by seeking to leveragc its
political power. This it r'vould do by all;.ing with corporate
interests under the aegis of the Republican Party
But this strategry failed to account for shifting social conditions. Just as religious elites were opening their arms to capitalism, capitalists started to realize that thcy had less use for
faith. Fadingwere the days when capital needed a vast, Godfearing, docile labor forcc. Capital's new aim was to persuade
Western majorities to become materialistic consumers focused
on status and animated byvalues and life goals often antagonistic to those associated with tradititinal culture and pietv

Ilrtslftffi-
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This irony is a rich one. Leaders on the religious Right
bewail the erosion of Sunday church attendance-yet it is the
very business interests with which they made common cause
that conducted a victorious campaign to repeai the once-widespread Sunday blue laws. Major corporations adopt gayfriendly policies regarding hiring and benefits, vexing their
theo-conservative allies; but capitalists care more about the
gay community's spending power. Consider the irony when a
lead spokesperson for American Express is Ellen DeGeneres,
by all accounts the nation's favorite lesbian, whose popular
talk-show regularly hosts grrests like presidential candidate
John McOain trolling for youth votes, followed by Laura and
Jenna Bush promoting the latter's book. The Coors family
richly supports conservative Christian causes-with money it
earns marketing light beers often associated with college
binge-drinking. Arch-conservative Rupert Murdoch o.lrrs Fox,
whose motion picture and television units churn out "theologically incorrect" media fare that fuels cultural secularism-all
of this while conservative pundits on his Fox News Network
denounce secular liberals for de-Christianizing the culturel
On the whole, religious elites seem to have made an exceptionally bad bargain in allying with a business sector that is
effectively an agent of secularization. Theological conservatives realized some short-term benefits; their dalliance with
capital furnished them with political power, which they used to
delay America's secularization by barring some of the progressive secular socioeconomic policies that so damaged public piety elsewhere in the West. Over the long term, however,
the mass consumerism corporations engendered-and thrive
on-has operated to overcome socioeconomic insecuritv initiating a sharp decline in religious devotion and activity The
traditionalist elements that once dominated mainstream cul-

ture have been driven into a parallel subculture. There, for all
their genuine power and influence, traditionalists remain a
"square" minority cohort. \\,hen traditional piety and pop culture square off, pop culture usuallv wins hands down.
Oonservative theists have prettl' much lost the culture war
as the material demands of the pubiic syrergize with those of
the corporate sector that supplies them to form a liberating,
deepl;r secularizing consumer culture.
The third leg in thc three-legged stool of popular secularism
is thus "The Contribution by Corporate-Consumer Culture."

Srwopsrs oF TrrE TRrpln Trmnar
It is time to join the three hl,potheses into a coherent whole.
The first threat to mass faith is modern science, especially evolutionary theory which made broad disbelief in the gods both
possible and probable in nations r'vhose socioeconomic cnvironment favored r'videspread nontheism. The sccond threat is
the social and financial security associated with historicall;r
bcnign conditions such as long life-spans, middle-class security, universal medical coverage, job protections, an extensive
social safet;, net. and lor,v societal dysfunction. Without exception, this combination has ppievously iniured faith in every
country that has achieved it, resulting in strongly secular
democracies. This effect draws added porner because democratic secularization of the population tends to be associated
with, and encourages, adoption of progressive, secular socioeconomic policies that furthcr encourage secularization in a
classic sociological feedback loop. In the secular democracies,

socioeconomic security has combined with the third threat, the

mass-consumer

culture-in part imported from Christian

America-radically reforming eighteen of the nineteen wealthiest nations away from religious commitment. Although socioeconomic circumstances remain sufficiently primitive in the
United States to encourage correspondingly primitive levels of
popular religiosity, the nation's exceptionally aggressive corporate-consumer, mainstream culture is sufficient to propel a
delayed, Americanized version of the secularization process.
Religion, then, has proved able to thrive only in populations
whose living conditions are sufficiently defective to cause the
majority to resort to petitionhg speculative supernatural powers for aid. The mere act of running a society in a competent
manner causes most of the population to lose interest in church
and God. A sufficientlybenevolent national environment is automatically antagonistic to mass faith: this is a core reason why a
highly religious country never has been, and probably never can
be, socially healthy-and vice versa. When they have the power
to do so, conservative theists tend to oppose effective social and
economic policies; this is almost certainly a contributing factor
to the poor performance of nations of faith. Can a more liberally religious national society better cope with modernity? The
answer is no-the progressive values characteristic of moderate-to-liberal denominations are already too secular to inspire
widespread devotion. Meanwhile nonconselative denominations tend to favor the adoption of progressive programs that
reduce societal dysfunction and thus further undermine popular religiosity It follows that onl;, voluntarill, secular cultures,
not religious ones of any type, can achieve historically low levels of dvsfunction-both because a beneficent environment suppresses religion and because secularists favor the policies that
create and extend that environment.
Together, then, the contributions by naturalistic science,
socioeconomic security and corporate-consumer culture combine to form the "Tripldlhreat Hypothesis of Democratic
Secularization. " In order to falsi{y this hlpothesis. an opponent

would need to demonstrate that there exists a highly religious/creationist democracy that is prosperous, enjoys low
income disparity, pror.ides high security for the middle class,
and displays lorv levels of societal dysfunction. Alternatively, an
opponent could demonstrate the existence of a strongly secular,
pro-evolution democracl, that is prosperous but suffers from
high income disparity low middle-class security and high levels
oI societal dysfunction. No society fitting either ol those descriptions is knornm to history An opponent might also seek to
demonstrate that factors other than the Triple Threat account

for knor,r'n facts about democratic secularization. To achieve
that, one would have to show that other factors provide similarly effective erplanations for the disparate levels of rcligiosity in
modern nations. It is doubtlul this can be done.

Trm Becnrnruc oF RELIGIoN AND Trm
SocroncoruoMrc INSECriRrry Hreornnsrs
OF zuTH
Armed with the knowledge that most people's religious opinions flow primarily from enr.ironmental rather than internal
causes, we can attempt to reconstruct the origins of faithbased supernaturalism. Although the details will alwa;,s be
obscure, the human invention of the supernatural is neither
mysterious or complicated. Considering the unfavorabie cir-

cumstances in which early humans lived, it would be remarkable if they had not concocted numinous entities. At some
point in human evolution, perhaps a few hundred thousand
years ago and no later than circa 40,000 B.c.E., our ancestors
evolved the selectively advantageous mutations that code for a
high-level imagination and the capacity to invent abstract concepts. In addition, humans were doing two things other animals do-dreaming and using mind-altering drugs. It would be
understandable that ancient hunter-gatherers interpreted the
intense and bizarre experiences associated with dreams and
natural hallucinogens as real, as an actual connection with
other realms. Helpless to explain how the world came into
edstence or how it worked, our ancestors were awed by the
power of storms and natural disasters. This Paleolithic stew
was bound to inspire early humans (perhaps led by drug-using

shamans)

to invent fictional entities that ancient

peoples

"Wth its low taxes, relatively high rate 0f poverty,
and huge disparify between incomes of the poor
and rich, the United States displays greater

income disparity than any other industrialized

democracy-and is, as we have seen,
anomalously pious."

hoped would help them understand and survive in a brutal
world. It is plausible that internal mental factors such as fear
of death, improved group-bonding, power accumulation, or a
neurological bias tor,vard transcendental thinking might have
pla;red subsidiary roles in the origin of faith, but this \\'as possible onlv becausc the turbulent enr.ironment r,vas ideal for the
rise of popular supernaturalism.
Impoverished, risk-filled conditions have been the norm for
most humans ever since. Organizcd supernaturalism developed extravagantly; with emerging theological elites exploiting
its influence over the masses to consolidatc their o\\Tr power.
Popular religiositl, of iust this prirnitive sort persists today
across the second and third -nl'orlds. rvherever conditions are
sufficientlSr dysfunctional to support popular faith. Religion is

thus a superficial, primitive, and dl,sfunctional condition;
widespread popular rejection o{ supernatural beliefs is the
more advanced and less pathological human state.
This theorlr of religion's rise and popular acceptance is the
"Socioeconomic Insecurit;y Hlpothesis of Faith."

M,mnnrar,rsM: TrrE Tnulv Uwnunsar, HlnmN

Connruou
Imaginary religion is the accidental by-product of high-level cognition, a human capability lvhose primary selectivc advantage
was to emporver humans to conceive of new tools and goods that
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are religious only when their financial situation is deficient

view is not genetically coded for, can and /zrzs disappeared as a
majority opinion in a number of societies. In contrast, materialism is so primary to the human mind that it is a feature of every

"Religion . . . has proved able to thrive only
in populations whose living conditions are
sufficiently defective to cause the majority to
resort to petitioning speculative supernatural
powers for aid."

enough to prod them to look for help from the beyond. Theosupernaturalism is best understood as self-aggrandizement; it
is neither the noble self-sacrifice adherents prefer to feel it is
nor the inane self-sacrifice some skeptics think it is. It follows
that most who claim to serve God actually want God to serve
thenL a truth they and their leaders are loath to admit for fear
of exposilg mass faith for what it really is.
Humans continually petition the gods for mundane services,
from winning sporting events to saving their jobs to curing illness to bringing world peace to providing a Club Med afterlife.
This mundanity makes sociological and psychological sense.
What most "religious believers" are reallv interested in is not
erudite doctrine, nor do they yearn to spend their time communing with the gods for the sake of some cosmic connection.
On the contrary they are focused on their daily lives and on the
gods as magical friends who might improve their situations.
So, far from being either universal or integral to human
minds, most religious faith is a casual opinion ol convenience.
Were it otherwise, it lvould not be the case that secure prosperity alone should cause most people to jettison their super-

natural beliefs. The popular premise that faith in a creator.
represents a deep, transcendent connection with supernatural reality is correspondingly refuted. Atd it follows that the
common opinion (recently expressed by Chris Hedges on Book
the religious impulse,
the ability to connect with those transcendent forces, are not
lully human" is unsubstantiated bigotry
And what of creationism? Just or,er 4 in 10 Americans profess to beliet'e in the Genesis story yet fewer than a third
describe themseh'es as Bible literaiists. \\'hat can explain that
gap? I suspect that for tcns of millions of American Christians,
young-earth creationism is not a firmly held belief but a superficially held protcst opinion. It is part of a larger phenomenon-the rise of right-r,ing religious political activism since
the 1960s-best understood as a reactionary dissent against
the secularization of American culture. It began lvith the ner,v
injection of evolution lnto public cducation following the
Sputnik scare (whicir inspired the creationist classic, Henry
Morris's The Gen,esis Fktod).It gained speed u'ith the ban on
oflicial school prayer ihen accelerated in angry reaction to the
skties counlerculture. And it has bcen sustained b,v the evolution of the once anti-establishment counter,culture into the
modern extreme consumer culture, ironically supenised by
Christian conservatives' own corporate cronies.
Consider also the perpetual complaint of America's theologlcal elite that their follou'ers'religiosit;, is shallow: Tliey're
right: only a small lraction ol conservatirre Christians strive to
live a strict biblical lifestl'le. l)ivorce is rampant among bol.n
agains. Though polls show that the Christian-conserr,ative
third of the population sharply disapprcx'es of prcmarital sex,
surveys reveal that over 8 in 10 of them cngage in it (or did so
prior to matrimony). Or consider so manJr Americans' recently documentcd penchant for switching religions in thc same
casual way one might change one's favorite brand of car-or
ketchup. Clearly for these "believers," religion is more like a
consumer product, a subject of cursory and plastic allegiance,
and less like an unshakable devotion.
Nor is the realit;r much different for popular nontheism,
which is also in most cases casual and superficial. The ease

T\) that "those who fail to fully explore

major population. Stone Age peoples strove to produce and
accumulate items of value and adornment that satisfied both
practical needs and vanity: Fascination with material goods
characterizes ali civilizations, u,'hich can largely be understood
as mechanisms for the e4ansion, acquisition, and displav of
worldly possessions. Small groups that choose impoverishment,
such as monastic communities, are scarcc, srtcieties that reject
materialism even il part are even raren Much religious actfi.ity
actually serues a materiaiist agenda, from the proliferation of
religious trinkets to the erection of cathedrals. Et'en so, the
materialist drive has been taken to ertremes by religiously neutral industrial capitalism, under which many are unable to
resist the compulsion to devote entire lives accumulatingr,i,ealth
far beyond logical needs. For better or worse, it is the desire for
material things ingrained in our DNA that has made the corporate project of promoting the consumer culture at the expense
of religion so successful.

Trm NATTEES oF Popt'LAR FamH, Rauoxaltsnt,
AND THE CLT,IUNB WAR
So

what do the following phenomena tell us about the nature

of popular religlon?

. The popularity of faitli in all dysfunctional nations never
"clcansed" of religion b1' commurrism
. The casual ease with which hundleds of millions of financially
secure, well-educated first-worlders have cast off religion
. The much stronger genetic predisposition toward the material than the spiritual
For the majorit,v, religiosity appears to be a superficial,
fear-driven psychological means of alleviating chronic siress
and anxiety created by an insecure societal enr,'ironment. It is
readily and normallv cast off when socioeconomic conditions
are sufficiently benign. To put it another watrd most humans

I|!=]liltf,!-
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u'ith which humans embrace speculative supernatural

concepts, as well as the ease with rvhich they are abandoned rvhen
material conditions permit, conlirm that atheistic opinion is no
more integral to the human condition than is religion. Much as
r,r'e might wish otherwise, few atheists and agnostics base their

decisions not to believe on careful, rational analvsis of philosophical and scientific arguments. (Secular Europeans score
about as poorly on tests of scientilic knowledge as do more
devout Americans.) It appears that most nonreligious first-

Theists' best-and probably only-hope for their dream ol
a massive religious rer.ival in the West would be a prolonged
economic reversal that degrades the majority's sense of comfort and security to the point that most abandon rationalism
for irrationalism. But even that might not lvork: religion's failure to make great strides in most formerly communist states
suggests that once a population has become highly nontheistic
even in the face of

it may resist returning to supernaturalism
material insecuritv

rnorld citizens raised in religious surroundings simply lose
interest in the supernatural r,vhen their li"'es become sulTiciently pleasant and assured, drifting away from church with
relativel;r little thought about the matter. Many born into secular families have invested even less reflection in their life
stance, which the5, have never felt the need to change.
The casual nature of both religious and nonreligious opinion
accords with the quiet, laissez-faire rvay in u'hich religion has lost
popularity in most first-world countries. It follows that the Culture
War between faith and secularism is not what many think it is-it
is not a grand ideological battle of ideas in which the side that does
the best job of con''incing the body politic wins. The ideological
struggle is lalgely limited to partisan activists and the intellectual
elite. This in true in Europe; only in the United States is any major'

"Religion is

.,, a superficial, primitive,

and dysfunctional condition; widespread

popular reiection of supernatural beliefs
is the more advanced and less

pathological human state,"

portion ol the population involved in the theo-cultulal war-and

that is only because America's socioeconomic environment
inspires a large minorifv to be religious belligerents. Because popular opinion on religion is actually a more humdlum side effect of
a given scicntific, social, cconomic, and commercial environment,
it is dillicult for partisans on either side to mold popular opilion in
the manner the.v desire. Educational and propaganda efforts r,r,iil
alwar-n-s have limited impact. The advent of unirersal health care
shonld, in particulaq do more to promote lurther secularization of
America than any other single item. The lack of truly intense popular interest in either theism or nontheism also helps explain wh-v
the Western churches have not succeeded in stopping, much less
rcversing the slide awa.v from faith and creationism.
In the linal analysis, it makes little d-ifl'erence u.hether organized religious groups work hard to keep their flocks faithfuijust as it makes no difference that no broad, glass-roots organized atheistic movement has ever emerged.

Furunn PRospecrs
Because materialism is a deepcr part of the human psyche and
a more stable feature of human societies than religion, theists'

perpetual hope that a "profound human need for spirituality"
must eventually compel a revival of faith is a mere speculative
wish. The Triple Threat H5'pothesis of Democratic Secularization predicts that the future course of religion versus secuIarism will continue to be determined mainly by the scientilic,
social, economic, and commercial environmentai conditions
under rvhich populations live. Organized religions have never
faced an1'thing as perilous as the Triple Threat before, and their
ability to resist the forces of modernity appears to be minimal.
It follows that American secularization should continue.
and may accelerate, until America is no more religious than
other first-world nations. It is also likely that secularism will
proceed even further than it already has in the world's most

secularized nations. Contemporary surveys show that
Europe's youth are exceptionally nonspiritual, an orientation
that this cohort will likely carry throughout life.

On a planetary scale, if the majority of the planet's inhabitants can one dal'' achieve a depryee of secure, middle-class
prosperity like that enjoyed in toda.v-'s secular democracies,

then religion should deteriorate across the world in the wa1,

it

alreadv has in thc West. If, on the other hand, the bulk of
humanity remains mircd il inadequate socioectinomic cilcumstances, then religious supernaturalism will continue to enjoy
considcrable success.

\Vith the question of rvhy religion exists basically solvcd,
perhaps the millions the Templeton Fund and Odord Universit-v are about to invest in their collaboration can be saved.

Dmncrroxs FoR Furt,ns Rpseancn
'fhc environment-centered

Socioeconomic Insccurlty Hlpothe-

sis, a component of the Ner'r'Slnthesis of Popular Religion and
Secuiarism, is the most comprehensive and robust explanation
of the core questions concerning religion as a popular phenomenon. Still, its explanatory po\4€r is not universal. It does not
apply to all aspects of religiosity some of -'r.hich may stem ltom
internal mental factors. The hlpothesis docs not address competition between faiths within the context of a human environment that favors mass piety So it remains to be erplained why
Christianity and Islam have proven more successful in recent
centuries relative to Judaism and po\4heistic alternatives. It is
plausible that the eternal paradise promised by Christianity and
Islam is dispositive here, much as I consider it less relevant to
larger issues. The Socioeconomic Insecurity Hypothesis also
fails to deal with certain smaller puzzles. Why does a minority
amongthe secure and prosperous persist in religious devotion?
Why in particular do some scientists publicly proclaim their
unsubstantiated faith in the supernatural? The hope for perpetual life mav dominate here, despite its apparent irrelevance to
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capitalism.

tions may require a deeper understanding
of brain function. Also little investigated:
just how are the hundreds of millions of
nervly nonreligious citizens of highly secular democracies getting by without the psychologicai and sociai benefits that supposedly stem lrom being religiously active? Because the Triple
Threat has been operative only for a timitcd time, it is not vet
knou.n how multitudes nill adapt to life nitliout "invisible
means of support." Nor is it clear just how.anti-supernaturalist
an advanced society can become.
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"Creationism in Decline," Neu: Sci.en.t.ist 2008. Available at
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Zuckerman, "\Vhy the Gods Are Not \Vinning," /r.lge 2007. Available
at mrwedge.org/3rd_culturc/paul07/paul0Z_index.html.'Ihese furnish a more g'lobal krok a1 the state of faith and secularism.
"If Socialized Nledicine is Such a Bad 'l'hins, Then \\hv Not
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it makes little difference whether
otganized religious groups work hard to
keep their flocls faithful-lust as it makes
no difference that no broad, grass-roots
,.
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Available at nrl,rvdissidentvoicc.org/2008/04/i1-soclalized-medicineis-s uch-a-bad-thing-then-rvhy-not-privatize-the-police-and-f

ire-

departments. l)iscusses the gross financial and mcdical inefficicnc;'of the U.S. nonuniversal medical system.
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